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Abstract

Introduction: Focal osteoporosis defect has shown a high association with the bone

fragility and osteoporotic fracture prevalence. However, no routine computed

tomography (CT)-based vertebral focal osteoporosis defect measurement and its

association with vertebral compression fracture (VCF) were discussed yet. This study

aimed to develop a routine CT-based measurement method for focal osteoporosis

defect quantification, and to assess its association with the VCF prevalence.

Materials and Methods: A total of 205 cases who underwent routine CT scanning,

were retrospectively reviewed and enrolled into either the VCF or the control group.

The focal bone mineral content loss (focal BMC loss), measured as the cumulated

demineralization within bone void space, was proposed for focal osteoporosis defect

quantification. Its scan-rescan reproducibility and its correlation with trabecular bone

mineral density (BMD) and apparent microarchitecture parameters were evaluated.

The association between focal BMC loss and the prevalence of VCF was studied by

logistic regression.

Results: The measurement of focal BMC loss showed high reproducibility

(RMSSD = 0.011 mm, LSC = 0.030 mm, ICC = 0.97), and good correlation with focal

bone volume fraction (r = 0.79, P < 0.001), trabecular bone separation (r = 0.76,

P < 0.001), but poor correlation with trabecular BMD (r = 0.37, P < 0.001). The focal

BMC loss was significantly higher in the fracture group than the control (1.03 ± 0.13

vs. 0.93 ± 0.11 mm; P < 0.001), and was associated with prevalent VCF (1.87, 95%

CI = 1.31–2.65, P < 0.001) independent of trabecular BMD level.

Discussion: As a surrogate measure of focal osteoporosis defect, focal BMC Loss

independently associated with the VCF prevalence. It suggests that focal osteoporo-

sis defect is a common manifestation that positively contributed to compression frac-

ture risk and can be quantified with routine CT using focal BMC Loss.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Bone mineral density (BMD) measurements are widely used for the

diagnosis of osteoporosis. Nevertheless, the BMD measurements

alone have limited ability for fracture prediction.1 Eighty-two percent

of postmenopausal women with fracture had integral BMD level

higher than the osteoporosis criterion.2 Recent studies further dem-

onstrated that the focal osteoporosis (“focal regions of larger trabecu-
lar defects”3), instead of the total bone density, have better ability for

the osteoporotic fractures discrimination.3,4 More studies showed

that the subregional loss of BMD and structural integrity positively

contributed to bone fragility.5–7 Evidence suggests the focal osteopo-

rosis defects, besides the average loss of bone density, is an additional

risk factor associated with the osteoporotic fracture.

Although the average BMD measurements using routine com-

puted tomography (CT) images is of considerable interest,8 fewer

studies on the focal osteoporosis changes in the vertebral bones were

reported. Previous studies that measured the localized micro-

architecture changes required dedicated high-resolution scans,9–12

and not available for focal osteoporosis defect evaluation in clinical

practice. Other clinical CT-based research3,4,6 only focused on the

spatial distribution of localized bone density, while merely evaluated

the actual size of focal osteoporosis defects. The routine CT-based

methods for focal osteoporosis defect evaluation were not thoroughly

investigated yet, and the association of focal osteoporosis defect with

the prevalence of vertebral fractures was poorly understood.

This study aimed to develop and validate a novel measure for

focal osteoporosis defect evaluation in routine CT images, and to

investigate the association of focal osteoporosis defect with the prev-

alence of vertebral compression fractures (VCFs).

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Study population

This study was performed as an ancillary study of osteoporosis

research performed from 2015 to 2020 by local hospitals using the

retrospective CT image datasets (Approval No. KY2020237). CT

datasets of patients over 50 years old were respectively reviewed,

and patients with VCF (Genant Grade ≥113) at any level were

recruited to the VCF group, while those with no VCF (Genant

Grade = 0) were recruited to the control group, matched by age and

sex. Cases were excluded if they had metabolic diseases, cancer,

metastasis, or other spinal disorders (spine sclerosis and intervertebral

disc hernias). As the L1 vertebral body was present in the largest pro-

portion of study participants, only the scans with intact L1 vertebrae

were selected. Thus, only the patients without L1 level fracture were

included. Finally, 91 fracture cases and 114 control cases were

included.

2.2 | CT image scanning protocol

The enrolled datasets were initially scanned in spinal view, using Sie-

mens Somatom Definition Flash CT scanner (Siemens) at 120 kVp,

with the automatic tube current mode and 1 mm scanning thickness.

Images were routinely reconstructed using B30s kernel with a 0.7 mm

slice increment, and a reconstruction field of view of 20 cm, leading to

an in-plane spatial resolution of 0.4 � 0.4 mm.

2.3 | Image analysis

2.3.1 | Region of interests segmentation and image
alignment

The L1 vertebral body regions were semi-automatically masked using

the Growcut module,14 and the central axis of the vertebral column

was manually aligned to the z-axis orientation in Slicer (v4.8.1, http://

www.slicer.org15). The final region of interest was determined by

6 mm distance erosion from the mask, to ensure the cortical regions

were removed (Figure 1A). After segmentation, BMD and focal osteo-

porosis measurements were automatically performed using an in-

house python software following the steps below.

2.3.2 | Asynchronous BMD measurement

The BMD was measured using an asynchronous calibration

method.16 In brief, the calibration equation was determined by the

linear correlation equation between the measured CT value and the

known hydroxyapatite-calcium equivalent density of the phantom

inserts (Syngo Osteo, Siemens) from five datasets with same scan-

ning protocol. Subsequently, the CT-attenuation values in all

datasets were calibrated to the BMD based on the calibration equa-

tion. The trabecular BMD was determined by average density in the

vertebral region of interest (ROI).

2.3.3 | Focal osteoporosis defect evaluation

Image normalization

The images were resized to 0.3 � 0.3 � 0.3 mm3 using a linear inter-

polation method. Then an unsharp masking filtering17,18 was per-

formed to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. In brief, Gaussian filtering
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with a sigma of 0.3 mm was applied to the resized image to reduce

the high-frequency noises.

Starline-based intensity profile tracing

The intensity profiles of the cross-sectional image were first sampled

in different orientations, based on a star-line tracing strategy.19 The

sampling lines were rotated with an optimized angle of 12� to obtain

differently orientated profiles (Figure 1B). The centroid of the sam-

pling star-lines was glided voxel-by-voxel within the ROI (Figure 1C).

The star-lines were running through the whole ROI, and this step

repeated for every voxel in the ROI in a one-by-one fashion.

Apparent focal bone void space identification

Following intensity profile sampling, the full width at half-

maximum measurement strategy20,21 was adopted to identify the

apparent bone void space. Briefly, the ridges and valleys in the

intensity profile were located by finding the localized maxima and

minima, the localized region with intensity less than 0.5 �
(maxima + minima) was defined as the bone void space. Intuitively,

apparent focal bone void spaces are the valleys of intensity pro-

files (Figure 1D).

Definitions of the focal osteoporosis defect measurements

Several correlated measurements were defined to quantify the focal

osteoporosis defect:

(i) Intercept Width (IncptWidth): Defined as the length of the

bone void space calculated as:

IncptWidth¼P iþ1ð Þ �P ið Þ mmð Þ ð1Þ

F IGURE 1 Summary of focal
osteoporosis defect measurement
approach. (A) Manually segmentation
of the vertebral body ROI. (B) The
intensity profiles were sampled along
the differently orientated star-lines.
(C) The centroid of the star-lines was
glided voxel by voxel along with the
white arrows, and the star-lines were

running through the whole ROI (the
orange circle represented a field of
view that zoomed up in panel D).
(D) The focal osteoporosis defect-
related measurements were
performed for each intensity profile.
(E) Measured value from different
star-lines at one centroid was
averaged. (F) The averaged value at
the centroid was mapped to the
corresponding voxel in the vertebral
body image)
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where i is the ith voxel in the ROI, P ið Þ is the start point of bone void

space, and P iþ1ð Þ is the endpoint of this space.

(ii) Focal bone mineral density loss (focal BMD loss): To measure

the focal BMD loss, the voxel-wise BMD loss percentage from

1200 mg/cm3 was calculated first. Following the assumption by a

previous study,22 the voxel-wise BMD percentage loss at each voxel

was calculated as:

BMDloss i ¼1200�BMDi

1200
100%ð Þ ð2Þ

where BMDlossi is the amount of bone density loss at the voxel i in

the intensity profile, and 1200mg/cm3 is the reference density of

the assumed intact bone tissue. Intuitively, this value presented

the percentage of BMD loss compared to the reference intact

bone tissue density level.

Subsequently, the focal bone mineral density loss (focal BMD loss)

of the focal bone void space was defined as:

FocalBMD loss¼

PIncptWidth

i¼0
BMDloss i

IncptWidth
100%ð Þ ð3Þ

where IncptWidth is the width of the bone void space. Intuitively, the

focal BMD loss is the density gap between the case and the assumed

intact bone tissue that needs to be filled in the focal void space.

(iii) Focal bone mineral content loss (focal BMC loss): Defined as

the cumulated bone density loss percentage from 1200 mg/cm3 in

the bone void space. The equation for the computation could be

represented as:

Focal BMC loss¼ focal BMD loss� IncptWidth mmð Þ ð4Þ

where focal BMD loss is the focal bone density loss in the bone void

space, and IncptWidth is the Intercept Width (focal BMC loss is the area

above the curve shown in Figure 1D).

Voxel-wise parameter mapping and average value calculation

As there were multiple orientated intensity profiles for one voxel, the

measured values in different orientation were averaged (Figure 1E)

and mapped to the corresponding voxel location (Figures 1F and 2).

Finally, the mapped values in one vertebra ROI were averaged to

represent the overall status of the case. In our experiments under the

F IGURE 2 Example of the voxel-wise
parameter mapping images. (A) The
sagittal view of original spinal computed
tomography image. (B) The voxel-wise
focal bone mineral content loss parameter
map. (C) The voxel-wise focal bone
mineral density loss parameter map.
(D) The voxel-wise intercept width
parameter map for red-line contoured
vertebrae)
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Intel Core i7 CPU environment, the average time-consuming for each

calculation was around 2.68 min.

2.4 | Feasibility study

The measurement feasibility, including scan-rescan reproducibly and

the measurement correlation with apparent microarchitecture in

high-resolution CT, were validated (see text in Appendix A, which

demonstrates detailed methods). A flowchart indicating the sample

enrollment method for each experiment was present in Appendix B,

Figure B1.

2.5 | Statistical analysis

The quantitative variables are described as average (x) ± standard devi-

ation (SD). The differences in quantitative variables, such as age,

BMD, and focal osteoporosis defect-related measures between each

group were analyzed using one-way ANOVA.

TABLE 1 Reproducibility analysis of
each biomarker between two scans

Biomarker RMSSD LSC Bias LoA ICC (95% C.I)

Focal BMC loss (mm) 0.011 0.030 0.00 ±0.04 (�0.04 to 0.04) 0.97 (0.93–0.99)

Focal BMD loss 0.002 0.007 0.001 ±0.008 (�0.07 to 0.09) 0.98 (0.95–0.99)

IncptWidth (mm) 0.016 0.044 0.003 ±0.051 (�0.06 to 0.05) 0.96 (0.91–0.98)

BMD (mg/cm3) 2.61 7.23 �0.1 ±8.9 (�9.0 to 8.8) 0.99 (0.98–0.99)

Abbreviations: bias, average of the repeat measurements difference; focal BMC loss, focal bone mineral

content loss; focal BMD loss, focal bone mineral density loss; ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient for

single measures; IncptWidth, intercept width; LoA, limit of agreement; LSC, least significance change at

95% confidence level; RMSSD, within-subject root mean square of standard deviation.

F IGURE 3 Correlation between focal bone mineral content loss and microstructure parameters. (A) Bone volume fraction (BV/TV).
(B) Trabecular bone thickness (Tb.Th). (C) Trabecular separation (Tb.Sp)
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Pearson correlation coefficient (r) was calculated to determine

the correlation between focal osteoporosis defect-related measures

and BMD. The correlation was classified as: r > 0.95, excellent; 0.95–

0.85, strong; 0.85–0.70, good; 0.70–0.5, moderate; <0.5, poor.

Conditional logistic regression was used to calculate odds ratios

(95% confidence intervals [95% CI]) for the associations of focal oste-

oporosis defect-related measurements with prevalent vertebral frac-

ture. In these analyses, the fracture or control status was the

dependent variable, and focal osteoporosis defect-related measure-

ments were the independent variable. Two regression models were

used: the base model had no covariates, while the full model had age

and sex as covariates. BMD was also included as a covariate to test

the independent association of prevalent fracture with the focal oste-

oporosis defect-related measurements.

The sample size for independent sample comparison was esti-

mated by power analysis with β = 0.20 and α = 0.05.23 The sample

size for logistic regression was determined by events per variable of

10.24 As an exploratory analysis, the analyses were also repeated for

men and women separately; however, caution should be made when

interpreting the results with low statistical power.

Statistical analysis was performed using MedCalc (v19.1, MedCalc

Software bv). Significance was set at P < 0.05.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Scan-rescan reproducibility

Themeasurement precision (RMSSD), least significance change, and variabil-

ity of repeat measurements were confirmed in Table 1. The asynchronous

BMDmeasurement showed good precision similar to a previous study.25 All

themeasurements showedhigh reliabilitywith ICC >0.95 (Table 1).

3.2 | Correlation of focal osteoporosis defect-
related measurements with the apparent
microarchitecture

Focal BMC loss showed good correlation to bone volume fraction

(r = 0.79, P < 0.001), trabecular bone separation (r = 0.76,

F IGURE 4 Correlation between focal bone mineral density loss and microstructure parameters. (A) Bone volume fraction (BV/TV).
(B) Trabecular bone thickness (Tb.Th). (C) Trabecular separation (Tb.Sp)
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P < 0.001) (Figure 3). Focal BMD loss showed a strong correlation

to bone volume fraction (r = 0.87, P < 0.001), but moderate corre-

lation with trabecular bone separation (r = 0.60, P = 0.001)

(Figure 4). With regards to the Intercept Width, moderate correla-

tion with bone volume fraction (r = 0.53, P = 0.005), trabecular

bone separation (r = 0.60, P = 0.001) was found (Figure 5). Addi-

tionally, all measurements showed poor correlations with the tra-

becular bone thickness.

3.3 | Characteristics of prevalent fracture cases
and controls

There was no significant difference in sex and age between the case

and control groups (Table 2).

Individualswith prevalent vertebral fracture had higher focal BMD loss

and focal BMC loss, but lower BMD. Fracture cases had a higher Intercept

Width inwomen but similar InterceptWidth inmen subgroup (Table 3).

F IGURE 5 Correlation between intercept width and microstructure parameters. (A) Bone volume fraction (BV/TV). (B) Trabecular bone
thickness (Tb.Th). (C) Trabecular separation (Tb.Sp)

TABLE 2 Demographic information
Overall Women Men

Pn Age (year) n Age (year) n Age (year)

Case 91 68.8 ± 8.1 55 68.2 ± 7.2 36 69.8 ± 9.4 0.379

Control 114 67.6 ± 8.4 71 67.1 ± 7.9 43 68.3 ± 8.9 0.469

P - 0.273 - 0.422 0.478

Note: Significance was defined as *P < 0.10.
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TABLE 3 Biomarker difference
between groups

Case Control P

Overall

Focal BMC loss (100% � mm) 1.03 ± 0.13 0.93 ± 0.11 <0.001**

Focal BMD loss 0.45 ± 0.03 0.42 ± 0.03 <0.001**

IncptWidth (mm) 1.95 ± 0.18 1.87 ± 0.18 0.002**

BMD (mg/cm3) 77.65 ± 39.86 124.41 ± 71.44 <0.001**

Women

Focal BMC loss (100% � mm) 1.02 ± 0.12 0.94 ± 0.12 <0.001**

Focal BMD loss 0.45 ± 0.02 0.43 ± 0.03 <0.001**

IncptWidth (mm) 1.92 ± 0.16 1.85 ± 0.18 0.014*

BMD (mg/cm3) 66.46 ± 33.13 102.64 ± 42.23 <0.001**

Men

Focal BMC loss (100% � mm) 1.03 ± 0.16 0.92 ± 0.11 <0.001**

Focal BMD loss 0.44 ± 0.03 0.41 ± 0.03 <0.001**

IncptWidth (mm) 1.98 ± 0.21 1.90 ± 0.18 0.057

BMD (mg/cm3) 94.74 ± 43.54 160.37 ± 92.94 <0.001**

Note: Data represented as mean ± SD. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.

Abbreviations: BMD, bone mineral density; focal BMC loss, focal bone mineral content loss; focal BMD

loss, focal bone mineral density loss; IncptWidth, width of the intercept.

F IGURE 6 The correlation between focal bone mineral content (BMC) loss, focal bone mineral density (BMD) loss, intercept width and Bone
Mineral Density. (A) Focal BMC loss. (B) Focal BMD loss. (C) Width of the intercept
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3.4 | Correlation between focal osteoporosis
defect-related measurements and BMD

There was poor correlation between focal BMC loss and BMD

(r = 0.37, P < 0.001). The focal BMD loss was strongly correlated

with BMD (r = 0.78, P < 0.001), while the Intercept Width showed

no significant correlation with BMD (r = 0.05, P = 0.515)

(Figure 6).

3.5 | Association between focal osteoporosis
defect-related measurements and risk of fracture

The variable of focal BMD loss was excluded in the logistic regres-

sion model since the focal BMD loss is linearly correlated with

BMD. The focal BMC loss (2.07 [1.55–2.75] overall, 2.04 [1.41–

2.96] in women, 2.12 [1.34–3.34] in men, P < 0.01) was positively

associated with the fracture prevalence in all the base model. Inter-

cept Width showed positive association with the fracture preva-

lence in overall (1.56 [1.17–2.09], P = 0.003) and women base

model (1.62 [1.09–2.40], P = 0.017), while no significant associa-

tion with fracture in men subgroup (1.51 [0.98–2.34], P = 0.06).

Additionally, the decreased BMD was significantly associated with

an increased odd of fracture (0.24 [0.14–0.42] overall, 0.15 [0.06–

0.35] in women, 0.24 [0.10–0.59] in men, P < 0.01).

Moreover, the focal BMC loss was positively associated with

fracture prevalence in the full model (1.87 [1.31–2.65] overall, 1.74

[1.11–2.71] in women, 2.09 [1.15–3.81] in men, P < 0.05), which

indicated the association of focal BMC loss with fracture preva-

lence was independent to the BMD, age, and gender. Although the

Intercept Width was not significantly associated with the prevalent

fracture in men base model, a significant positive association was

found between Intercept Width and fracture prevalence when the

model was adjusted by age and BMD (1.80 [1.24–2.61] overall,

1.66 [1.03–2.67] in women, 2.07 [1.09–3.92] in men, P < 0.05)

(Table 4).

4 | DISCUSSION

Recently, the CT scans-based opportunistic osteoporotic fracture risk

assessment has gained increasing interest and has been efficiently

applied in clinical practice.8 However, the sensitivity of the CT-based

bone density to the osteoporotic fracture risk is limited,26 and it is

widely believed that bone quality should also be considered for frac-

ture risk analysis.5 Recently, the localized BMD distribution has been

widely studied and showed a strong association with bone strength

and fracture risk.24,27–29 Moreover, the focal osteoporosis defect

observed in routine CT scans, which is a low-resolution manifestation

that correlated with focal microarchitecture changes,3 has shown a

positive association with the osteoporosis.3,6 Nevertheless, most of

the previous studies focused on the spatial distribution of the local-

ized bone loss in sub-regions, while merely quantified the actual struc-

tural properties of focal osteoporosis defects in routine CT scans.

The analysis of localized structural integrity in clinical medical

images has drawn attention for decades.30–33 However, there is still a

shortage of suitable methods for the focal osteoporosis structural

integrity quantification in clinical CT scans.34 Unlike variogram analy-

sis, such as the Trabecular Bone Score (TBS), which is widely applied

in DXA devices for structural integrity evaluation,35–38 CT-based

quantification studies drew more attention on apparent micro-

architecture estimation. To date, several groups attempted to measure

the microarchitecture in multi-detector CT scanners and revealed its

association with osteoporosis status.1,9–12,39 However, previous stud-

ies relied upon dedicated high-resolution scanning protocols and did

not focus on the focal osteoporosis. The increased radiation exposure

and requirement of dedicated protocol made the approaches difficult

in routine practice.40 The surrogate method for focal osteoporosis

defect quantification in routine CT scans is still in demand.

The current study developed and validated a new measure,

named focal BMC loss, to realize the focal osteoporosis defect evalua-

tion in routine CT images. Intuitively, focal BMC loss is a comprehen-

sive measurement of the apparent bone void width41,42 and mineral

composition loss. Precisely, the cumulated bone demineralization was

TABLE 4 Odds-ratios for the association between prevalent fracture and biomarker values

Overall Women Men

Odds ratioa P Odds ratioa P Odds ratioa P

Base model (no adjustment)

Focal BMC loss 2.07 (1.55–2.75) <0.001** 2.04 (1.41–2.96) <0.001** 2.12 (1.34–3.34) 0.001**

Intercept width 1.56 (1.17–2.09) 0.003** 1.62 (1.09–2.40) 0.017* 1.51 (0.98–2.34) 0.06

BMD 0.24 (0.14–0.42) <0.001** 0.15 (0.06–0.35) <0.001** 0.24 (0.10–0.59) 0.002**

Full model (adjusted by age, gender, and BMD)

Focal BMC loss 1.87 (1.31–2.65) <0.001** 1.74 (1.11–2.71) 0.016* 2.09 (1.15–3.81) 0.016*

Intercept width 1.80 (1.24–2.61) 0.002** 1.66 (1.03–2.67) 0.036* 2.07 (1.09–3.92) 0.025*

Abbreviations: BMD, bone mineral density; focal BMC loss, focal bone mineral content loss.

Note: *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
aReported as odds per 1SD unit increase in variables; values represented as mean (95% CI), measurements in sex subgroups are reported with adjustment

only to age and BMD, with no adjustment to gender.
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F IGURE 7 Example of the cases with similar bone mineral density but different focal osteoporosis defect measurements. (A and B) Cross-
sectional images of the L1 vertebral body from two patients; a: original CT image of the L1 vertebral body; b–e: color maps of bone mineral
density and focal osteoporosis defect measurements in sub-regions, figures in the upper row showed larger osteoporosis defect; f–h: color maps
and average values of focal osteoporosis defect measurements in the whole cancellous bone region
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measured in the focal bone void region; thus, it considers the propor-

tion of demineralization and the bone void space size altogether. Con-

sequently, a higher demineralization fraction weighted by a wider

bone void width would lead to a higher focal BMC loss, which repre-

sents a larger size of focal osteoporosis defect.

In the comparison experiment between routine and high-

resolution CT-based microarchitecture measurements, the focal BMC

loss showed good correlation with both the apparent trabecular bone

separation and bone volume fraction in focal regions. In comparison,

the focal BMD loss and Intercept Width only showed moderate corre-

lation with trabecular bone separation. Since the trabecular separation

is a representative property of the localized bone void size,40,43 it

supported that the focal BMC loss at least partially quantified the

focal osteoporosis in routine-CT scans.

It should be also noted that the Intercept Width represented the

apparent bone void structures in routine CT imaging system, the

structures of actual trabecular bone space were resampled by

the point spreading function in the low-resolution images.20 Besides,

the intercept width is the half-width distance between local maximum

and minimum. It could lead to the case where higher values appear on

the void edge rather than the center, where a single large value could

exceed multiple medium values. The off-centroid masking may also

affect the measurement. Thus, the Intercept Width measurement

procedure is different from the micro-CT based trabecular spacing

measures, leading to a moderate correlation between Intercept Width

and trabecular spacing (r = 0.6).

To date, previous studies have reported that the trabecular bone

thickness and separation are strongly associated with the osteopo-

rotic fracture risk1,24,44–47 and biomechanical strength.45,48 The status

of bone marrow tissue measured from the MRI scans was also

reported to have a strong correlation with the extent of osteoporo-

sis.49 The evidence further supported that the bone quality in focal

bone void space, reflected by the tissue composition and structural

integrity, is related to the bone fragility.

Our study further validated the association of focal bone quality

with the prevalence of VCF. The focal BMC loss showed a significant

increase in the vertebral body fractured group, with a BMD-

independent association with VCF prevalence. In comparison, focal

BMD loss is highly correlated to the average BMD level, and Intercept

Width showed limited association with VCF prevalence. It indicated

that the bone mineral content loss in the focal space is an indepen-

dent factor associated with VCF. One of the reasons is that the aver-

age BMD could not reflect the focal defect size, and the difference of

bone void width was omitted. In advance, the focal BMC loss mea-

surement helped to discriminate cases with similar integral BMD level

but different focal osteoporosis defect size (Figure 7).

Another interesting finding is that in the base model the Odds-

ratio of intercept width in men showed no statistical significance.

However, in the full model, the intercept width and fracture preva-

lence showed reversed trend between women and men (Table 2).

Since age and sex are not significantly different between groups in

the demographic information, the change of prevalence trend in the

full model would be majorly caused by the effect of BMD level. These

results implicated that the intercept width in men had a stronger asso-

ciation with BMD levels than it in women.

In comparison with the TBS analysis in DEXA, studies showed

that the TBS also has moderate correlations with the microstructure

parameters in micro-CT (r2 = 0.67 for connectivity density50) and

poor correlation with the volumetric BMD in spine QCT (r2 < 0.551).

Meanwhile, a positive association between TBS and osteoporotic ver-

tebral fracture (hazard ratio = 1.45, 95% I.C.1.32–1.58) was

observed.52

In the biomechanical aspect, the abnormal stress distribution by

focal osteoporosis defects is one of the causes of the positive associa-

tion between focal BMC loss and fracture risk.53 Since the voxel-wise

BMD are correlated with the elasticity modulus of trabecular bones,54

lower elasticity modulus with larger bone void space leads to a zone

with severer stress shielding. The stress would concentrate on

the nearby trabecular bones, leading to higher maximum stress and

getting vulnerable to the yield criteria.55

Interestingly, we also found that the focal BMC loss was indepen-

dently increased in the low BMD cases. This result is in agreement

with previous histological studies on human cancellous bones.56,57 In

the ex vivo study, microstructure parameters, including trabecular

bone separation and trabecular bone thickness, were rapidly changed

when the bone volume fraction was <15%,56 further indicating that

the structural integrity would be rapidly decreased in the population

with low bone density.

The current study has several limitations. As a retrospective

study, the criteria for CT examination were not standardized at the

beginning, which may lead to a potential selection bias. Besides, all

the measurements were performed in the same CT scanner, the

inter-device feasibility was not investigated. Further cohort studies

with multiple institutions and larger patient populations are pre-

ferred to confirm our findings. Another limitation is that the data

from CT scans required more radiation exposure than those from

DXEA. Consequently, the included population for those CT-based

analyses was further limited by the CT examination indications. The

patients without other CT scanning demands or the patients

unsuitable for CT scanning may be lost the screening chance. In line

with this, the efforts made in CT radiation reduction, such as the

low-dose CT would be helpful for the expansion of the CT-based

analysis scenario.

In conclusion, focal BMC loss in routine CT scans is well corre-

lated to the high-resolution CT-based apparent bone micro-

architecture changes, which can be utilized to evaluate the focal

osteoporosis defect in addition to the BMD. Furthermore, the

clinical evidence supported that the focal BMC loss was a BMD-

independent risk factor in VCF. It suggests that focal osteoporosis

defect is a common manifestation that positively contributed to

VCF risk, and can be quantified with routine CT using the focal

BMC loss.
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APPENDIX A

The materials and methods of feasibility experiments

Experiment 1: Scan-rescan reproducibility

CT image acquisition

The computed tomography (CT) image datasets for the patients who

underwent two abdominal CT scans were retrospectively reviewed.

The time interval of the two scans was limited within 1 week, to

ensure that no change in bone microstructure or density was to be

expected during.58 All the enrolled subjects suffered from the verte-

bral compression fracture, and the scans were performed in the peri-

operative period in all cases. Since some of the images were scanned

after the percutaneous vertebroplasty, CT image pairs with obvious

artifacts were excluded. Finally, 21 pairs (n = 21) of CT images were

enrolled for the scan-rescan reproducibility analysis.

CT scanning protocol

The routine CT scanning protocol was performed for the same

patient. Cases were scanned in spinal view, using Siemens Somatom

Definition Flash CT scanner (Siemens). The CT images were scanned

with a 1.0 mm scanning thickness. Then the B30s reconstruction

kernel and the reconstruction increment of 0.625 mm were applied

for the CT image reconstruction. The in-plane spatial resolution of

the images was varied from 0.325 to 0.5 mm (average 0.4 mm) due
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to the different Field of View (FOV) chosen during scanning. The

images were resized using linear interpolation in an in-house python

program, and the final apparent spatial resolution was

300 � 300 � 300 μm3.

Image analysis

The image of the vertebral body region mask was semi-automatically

segmented in the Slicer software (v4.8.1)15 using the grow-cut

method. Then the centroid of the vertebral body mask was located. A

1.5 � 1.5 � 1.5 cm3 cubic ROI, of which the centroid is as same as

the vertebral body centroid position, was selected as the final ROI for

microstructure parameters calculation.

The BMD and focal osteoporosis defect-related measurement were

calculated in the same ROI for each image using an in-house python

software. The BMD was calculated based on the average HU value in

the ROI and was subsequently converted to the HA-Ca equivalent

BMD value based on the asynchronous calibration method. Finally,

the measured outcomes from two scans for the same patient were

paired for scan-rescan reproducibility analysis.

Statistical analysis

The differences between biomarkers measured in two repeated

scans were analyzed by Bland–Altman analysis.59 The mean of the

pairwise differences were reported as bias, and the 95% limits of agree-

ment. The root mean square standard deviation (RMSSD) and least sig-

nificant change at 95% confidence level (LSC) was also calculated to

evaluate short-term measurement precision via the ISCD official preci-

sion calculating tool (https://www.iscd.org/resources/calculators/

precision-calculator/). The intraclass correlation coefficient was calcu-

lated to evaluate the measurement reliability, where the ICC value

closer to 1 represents the better measurement reliability.

The quantitative parameters were described as mean ± std. All

the statistical analysis was carried out using MedCalc (v19.1, MedCalc

Software bv). The statistical significance was defined as P < 0.05.

Experiment 2: Correlation between focal bone defect-related

measurements and apparent microstructure parameters

As the high-resolution CT (HR-CT) is the only clinical available

in vivo CT imaging method for apparent bone microarchitecture

measurement,40 this study investigated the linear correlation

between focal bone loss biomarkers and the HR-CT based appar-

ent microarchitecture parameters. The HR-CT based micro-

architecture parameters measurement in clinical CT were reported

as an effective way for osteoporotic microarchitecture changes

measurement1,46,60 and showed well correlation to the micro-CT

based measurements.40

CT image acquisition

For the routine CT and high resolution-CT scanning data collection,

the abdominal high-resolution CT image datasets were retrospec-

tively collected from the hospital Picture Archiving and Communica-

tion System (PACS) database. Notably, this procedure was

independent of the sample collection step mentioned in the main

context. The patients with both high-resolution and routine CT scans

at the same scanning time were included. For those cases, the

routine- and HR-CT images were obtained at the same scanning

position, and no further image co-registration was required for com-

parison. Finally, five patients with both routine- and HR-CT image

datasets existed in PACS were included. In each dataset, the thoracic

and lumbar vertebral bodies without fracture were selected for anal-

ysis. In total, 27 vertebral bodies (n = 27) from five patients were

included for analysis.

CT scanning protocol

The routine CT scanning protocol was performed for the same

patient. Cases were scanned in spinal view, using Siemens

Somatom Definition Flash CT scanner (Siemens). The CT images

were scanned with a 1.0 mm scanning thickness. Then the B30s

reconstruction kernel and the reconstruction increment of

0.625 mm were applied for the CT image reconstruction. The in-

plane spatial resolution of the images was varied from 0.325 to

0.5 mm (average 0.4 mm) due to the different FOV chosen during

scanning. The images were resized using linear interpolation in an

in-house python program, and the final apparent spatial resolution

was 300 � 300 � 300 μm3.

In addition, the high-resolution CT scanning protocol was also

available in the same CT scanner. The high-resolution CT scans were

performed at 120 kV with automatic current mode, using 0.6 mm

scanning thickness and 10 mm FOV. It was leading to an apparent in-

plane spatial resolution of 200 � 200 μm3. Furthermore, the images

were reconstructed with an increment of 0.2 mm with B70s kernel.

The images were resized using linear interpolation in the in-house

python program, and the final apparent spatial resolution was

100 � 100 � 100 μm3.

Image analysis

The HR-CT images were further used for the apparent microstruc-

ture parameter calculation. The image of the vertebral body region

mask was semi-automatically segmented in the Slicer software15

using the grow-cut method. Then the centroid of the vertebral

body mask was located. A 1.5 � 1.5 � 1.5 cm3 cubic ROI, of which

the centroid is as same as the vertebral body centroid position,

was selected as the final ROI for microstructure parameters

calculation.
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Binarization of the image was required for the bone microstruc-

ture parameter calculation. Based on previous studies,1,39,61,62 an

equivalent bone density level of 200 mg/cm3 was chosen as the

global threshold for binary image generation. Subsequently, the

microstructural parameters, such as the bone volume fraction

(BV/TV), trabecular bone thickness (Tb.Th), trabecular bone separation

(Tb.Sp), were measured using CTAn software (v 1.14.4.1, Bruker Co.).

At the same time, the focal osteoporosis defects biomarkers

were calculated from the routine CT images at the same ROI for

the same patients using the in-house python software. The

corresponding focal osteoporosis defects values in routine CT and

apparent microstructure parameters in HR-CT image of the same

ROI were paired for correlation analysis.

Statistical analysis

The correlation between the two scans was analyzed using the

Pearson correlation analysis. Correlation was classified as follows

based on correlation coefficient (r): >0.95: excellent, 0.95–0.85:

strong, 0.85–0.70: good, 0.70–0.5: moderate, <0.5: poor.

The quantitative parameters were described as mean ± std. All

the statistical analysis was carried out using MedCalc (v19.1, MedCalc

Software bv). The statistical significance was defined as P < 0.05.

APPENDIX B

Flowchart of sample enrollment in each experiment

F IGURE B1 Flowchart of sample enrollment in each experiment.
For each study, the experiment cases were independently enrolled

from the PACS database with different selection criteria
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